ACROSS
2. Gumdrop Mountains and Lollipop Woods are a few of the areas you’ll visit in this game
4. Shish _____
8. Vampire teeth
10. Table with sodium, calcium and iron
11. Characters from this game include Professor Plum and Mrs. Peacock
13. What one brings back from a trip
14. Categories in this game include Star Performer, Data Head and Creative Cat
15. “i” lid
17. Boat in Jaws
21. This game has players building a Rube Goldberg contraption
24. The way to open most wines
27. Black, as la nuit
28. “You sunk my __________!”
29. Small horse
31. You need steady hands to play this
33. Classic game of strategic conquest
34. Where you would write “Have a good summer”
35. How much your thoughts are worth, perhaps

DOWN
1. Area where Trevor Story plays
2. _______ 4
3. Grab your tiny car and play The Game of _____
5. ______ the horn
6. Slang for catcher
7. Goal is to get pie pieces
9. Triple word score is a coveted square in this game
12. Bring together
13. E.P.A. concern
18. Milk’s favorite cookie
19. Drawing game
20. Dice game
21. Game with a “Get out of jail” card
22. The name of the game is what you say to your opponents after moving them backwards on the board
23. Guessing game where certain words are banned from being used as clues
25. Churchill Downs is in this state
26. The fourth batter in the lineup is referred to as this type of hitter
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